Welcome

Las Tunas: Balcon Del Oriente Cubano (Balcony of the Cuban East).

Las Tunas is one of the youngest cities in Cuba, known for the epithet of “The Capital of the Sculptures,” or “The City of the Murals” as many now recognize it. The truth is that Las Tunas shows a new face today. A warm welcome to all those who decide to visit this region full of stories, culture, and traditions, nuanced with the warmth and simplicity of its people!

With a population of more than 500 thousand inhabitants, it has a surface area of 6592.66 square km, distributed in 8 municipalities (to the North: Manati, Puerto Padre and Jesus Menendez; in the center Majibacoa and Las Tunas, and to the South, Jobabo, Colombia and Amancio), each of them treasures important natural and heritage values, from fine sand beaches, protected areas, crocodile reservoir, to villages that still preserve their traces in time of the American presence in Cuba.

It results a great attraction walking through Las Tunas, City of open doors, visiting its parks, its squares, its museums; enjoying its nature, bathing in its beaches, talking with its people, knowing its culture.
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Historic Center Tour

1. Plaza Martiana
2. Vicente Garcia Park
3. San Geronimo de Las Tunas Church
4. Vicente Garcia Provincial Museum
5. Plaza Cultural
6. Las Tunas Boulevard
7. Vicente Garcia Memorial
Walking through the Plaza Martiana (Francisco Varona Street btw / Angel Guardia and Joaquin Aguero streets) is a delight. The result of a deep historical, astronomical and architectural study, it stands solemn and majestic to pay tribute to Jose Marti. Next to the plaza, is located Vicente Garcia Park, with more than 100 years from its construction. The work of the builder Luis Buenaventura Ruiz, this park boasts the name of the Illustrious Son of Las Tunas. Within the same park is located the San Geronimo de Las Tunas Church, whose history is closely linked to the history of the territory, from the sovereignty of Cueiba where a Catholic chapel was erected for the first time to worship the Virgin Mary. Crossing the avenue, you can find the Provincial Museum “Mayor General Vicente Garcia Gonzalez” (Francisco Varona Street btw / Angel Guardia and Lucas Ortiz streets) former Government Palace, the most significant eclectic style building in the City. The visitor can appreciate the vast collection of objects related to the Wars of Independence, a natural history room, and a space set with luxurious decorative arts objects. Near there is the Cultural Plaza where you can buy a souvenir from your trip. The square merges with one of the beautiful pedestrian promenades (boulevards), place of vast popularity that covers four blocks of Francisco Varona and Francisco Vega streets, in the Historic Center of the city of Las Tunas, also known as the Sculpture Boulevard. Nearby, walking along the same avenue is the “Mayor General Vicente Garcia Gonzalez” Memorial, which stands on the ruins of what was once the Natal House of the former patriot from Las Tunas. We invite you to discover the history of this place designated as National Monument.
Tour In Search of the Unusual

1. Fount of the Antilles
2. 26 de Julio Park
3. Unusual House

In Search of the Unusual / 7
You can begin by admiring the Fount of the Antilles (junction of Lucas Ortiz and Vicente Garcia streets) singular sculpture inspired by a legend about the creation of the Antilles by author Rita Longa. Continue to the 26 de Julio Park, popularly known as La Feria, a site where rodeo competitions, acrobatics, and the performance of clowns are developed. Near there, by the same Vicente Garcia Street you get to the Unusual House (Vicente Garcia Avenue), an attractive construction that gives a unique and extravagant touch to the city, because of the physics phenomena that cause optical illusion to those who visit the place.
All Fun Tour

1. Theme Park
2. Vicente Garcia Revolution Square
3. Hotel Tunas
4. Ranchón La Rotonda
5. Luanda Party Hall
All Fun Tour

Enjoy Las Palmeras Theme Park (30 de Noviembre Street btw/ 2 de Diciembre and Linea streets) where recreation has a cultural and naturalistic approach. It has a Ranchon (specialized restaurant), a bio-healthy gym and the area for extreme sports. The pool complex and a third ranchon in Los Mangos add attractions. Nearby is the Revolution Square, which presents a sculptural ensemble with the most important historical facts of the province and the country, in addition to the figure of Vicente Garcia with the machete in his hand. It is ideal for taking pictures. Continue on 2 de Diciembre Avenue and you can have a coffee or a short snack at the Hotel Tunas, equipped with a comfortable lobby, coffee shop, store, bathrooms, Wi-Fi zone, and other benefits for rest. Take Carlos J Finlay Avenue to the right and get to the Ranchon La Rotonda where a rural atmosphere invites you to try a tasty cuisine that distinguishes it from any other restaurant in the city. Finish the tour in the Luanda Party Hall (Francisco Varona Street btw / Lora and Menocal streets); unforgettable will be the place and people you will meet between music, dance and a select drinks menu.
Rita Longa Sculpture Workshop Gallery
Maceo Park
Cafe Real (Coffee shop)
Tres Columnas Sculpture
Tunas Theater
Cafe Cantante
This tour begins through the Rita Longa Sculpture Workshop Gallery (corner of Lucas Ortiz and Villalon) to admire the second largest collection of small and medium sized sculptures in Cuba with more than 200 pieces. Nearby is Antonio Maceo Park (Lucas Ortiz Street, btw / Antonio Maceo and Adolfo Villamar streets) which has among its attributes 3 sculptural works: an obelisk about five meters high with a star at the tip, in remembrance of the tuneros who fought for the independence of Cuba, a bust of Antonio Maceo, and a monument in homage to the mothers and specifically to Brigida Zaldivar. Continuing along Lucas Ortiz Street, you can enjoy a delicious coffee at Cafe Real Dos Gardenias (Francisco Varona Street btw / Lucas Ortiz and Vicente Garcia). Close there is the Cultural Plaza and in it the sculpture The Three Columns, which recalls the successive burning of the city during the wars of independence. Near there is the Tunas Theater (# 288, corner of Francisco Varona and Joaquin Agguero streets), the scene of important events and in its upper part the Cafe Cantante (coffee shop) of the Tunas Theater which offers shows with the most authentic and varied rhythms of Cuban music.
We also suggest

**Tour the Cornito**: a must visit in Las Tunas, named after the creek that crosses the place; it was the birthplace of the poet Juan Cristobal Napoles Fajardo, Cucalambe. It encompasses almost eight kilometers until it ends at the cattle fair stands, the rodeo, the amusement park, the zoo, the botanical garden of the city and in the end we find a cultural recreational center in the shade of a bamboo forest and more. Find it out in Las Tunas!!!

**Take the caldosa tunera**: at the entrance of Las Tunas, if you visit it from the Cuban West, a dish that is famous all over Cuba is prepared: the Kike and Marina caldosa tunera (a tasty broth typical from the region) that has become a fundamental recipe in the Cuban gastronomy traditions.

**Taste the tamal tune-ro**: we like the tamales of tender corn wrapped in the same leaf of the cob. We season them well with chili peppers, garlic and onion, and we always put pork or pork cracklings. We differentiate it from other provinces where they are made with coconut milk and wrapped in banana leaves. But undoubtedly the most liked are those of sweet corn made in its leaf. You can taste it in the restaurant La Esquina!!!
**Places of interest**

**Provincial Museum “Mayor General Vicente Garcia Gonzalez”**

The visitor can appreciate the vast collection of objects related to the Wars of Independence, a room of natural history, and a space where you can appreciate, through furniture, decorative arts, and painting, the way of life of the tunera bourgeoisie of the XIX century. It also treasures the end of the pen of Juan Cristobal Napoléon Fajardo “El Cucalambe”.

Address: Francisco Varona Street btw / Angel Guardia and Lucas Ortiz. Las Tunas Tel: (53) 31348201

---

**Memorial “Mayor General Vicente Garcia Gonzalez”**

This institution is built on the ruins of what was the Natal House of the hero. It was inaugurated as a Memorial on November 14, 1987. It transcends not only because it was the house where two Mambi children died during the War of 1868, but also because of the outstanding actions of their workers in the promotion of history, highlighting the commemoration of the City Fire on September 26, 1876, the symbolic wedding of Vicente Garcia and Brígida Zaldivar on August 22, and the main acts of decorations held in the Province.

Address: # 5 Vicente Garcia Street btw / Francisco Vega and Julian Santana. Las Tunas Tel.: (53) 31345164

---

**Martyrs of Barbados Memorial House-Museum**

Founded in 1978 in what was the home of the Olympic sportsman Carlos Leyva, in La Tunas, the Martyrs of Barbados Memorial Museum stands as a tribute to the victims of the famous crime of Barbados, executed on October 6, 1976. In this aerial terrorist act 73 people died, including fencer Carlos Miguel Leyva González, and Leonardo McKenzie Grant.

Address: # 334, Lucas Ortiz Street btw / Teniente Peiso and Martires de Barbados Tel: (53) 31347213
Puerto Padre is a port city north of the eastern part of Cuba. It is the main city of the municipality of the same name in the province of Las Tunas. It has a population of 92,179 of which almost a third is rural and has four other urban settlements, which are Vazquez, Delicias, Maniabon and San Manuel.
The littoral tunero has 36 beaches, 34 on the north coast and two on the south. Puerto Padre classifies as the most fortunate territory of all, with beaches known as La Llanita, La Boca, La Herradura, and Punta de Tomate where not only residents of the well-known Villa Azul de los Molinos (The blue village of the mills), but also of neighboring provinces and several municipalities come along massively. About 300 meters between El Socucho and La Boca, during the summer thousands of Cubans cross the Canal to enjoy one of the best beaches in the country.
Puerto Padre also has the Antonio Guiteras plant, the largest sugar manufacturer in Cuba, and a refinery that produces authentic Cuban rum: The Delicias rum.
Municipal Museum Fernando Garcia Grave de Peralta

This eclectic-style museum, formerly known as the Liceo de Puerto Padre (Puerto padre Lyceum), was built between 1927 and 1929 thanks to the Mayor’s funds, contributions from settlers and popular collecting. During the time of the Neocolonia, it was the headquarters of the Municipal Band. Today the museum has archeology, history, natural sciences, decorative arts, and a transitory room.

Address: #45, Yara Street. Puerto Padre
Tel.: (53) 31515308

Salcedo Castle

The Salcedo Castle, today Fuerte de la Loma, (National Monument), was built by the Spaniards as a defensive system. It works as a museum today and in its towers exhibits objects found in excavations in this place, as well as weapons and documents of the time.

Address: Libertad Avenue. Puerto Padre
Tel.: (53) 31515224

Libertad Avenue

Libertad Avenue crosses the same center of the picturesque city, directing the visitor’s steps to the Malecon. In this avenue you can see different sculptures such as El Quijote created by Pedro Escobar and Elevis Baez, and a symbolic bust dedicated to mothers, as this city is considered the first Cuban town where Mother’s Day was celebrated for the first time, in 1920.
Tour Villa de los Molinos

1. Salcedo Castle
2. Libertad Avenue
3. Municipal Museum Fernando Garcia Grave de Peralta
4. Malecon (Pier)
5. La Marinita Restaurant
Tour Villa de los Molinos

It begins with the Castillo de Salcedo (Libertad Avenue) known today as Fuerte de la Loma, [National Monument]; enjoy a defensive system built by the Spaniards. The place is a museum today and in its turrets objects found in excavations are exhibited. Walk along Libertad Avenue through the same center of the picturesque city towards the Malecon, you can see different sculptures such as El Quijote created by Pedro Escobar and Elevis Baez, and a symbolic bust dedicated to mothers. Look at the Fernando Garcia Grave de Peralta Municipal Museum (#45, Yara Street) archeology, history, natural sciences, decorative arts, and a transitory room. Arrive at the Malecon, emblematic site of this city, enjoy the sea breeze, ideal place to take photos and learn about the legend of the freshwater well. Finish off with a delicious dinner at La Marinita Restaurant.
My Playa Linda Tour
1. El Socucho
2. El Faro (The lighthouse)
3. La Boca Beach
4. La Llanita Beach
5. Punta Tomate Beach
6. Punta Corella Beach

My beautiful beach / 19
A beautiful walking tour begins at El Socucho where the main attraction is El Faro, ideal for taking photos where the open sea offers a spectacular scenery. From El Socucho you cross in small boats or on the ferry and you get to La Boca Beach, very famous among the tuneros. Bordering the coast, admire the panorama and reach La Llanita, Punta Tomate and Punta Corella beaches.
We also suggest **DIVING in Playa Covarrubias**

the Covarrubias Beach Diving Center invites you to an unforgettable experience. Diving lessons as well as dives are available for foreigners and nationals.
Mayor General Vicente García (1833-1886)
Vicente García Gonzalez, known as the Leon de Santa Rita, was a controversial Cuban general who fought in the Ten Years War, president between 1877 and 1878. He reached the rank of major general of the Liberating Army; He was among the first to join the armed struggle for the independence of Cuba. His soldiers felt veneration for him and did not want other bosses to command them. Many considered him the most controversial figure of the Ten Years War, although no one questioned his bravery, his great values as chief and his fidelity to the Homeland.

Great personalities of Las Tunas

The Cucalambe (1829-1861)
Juan Cristobal Napoles Fajardo, El Cucalambe was a farmer in his lands at El Cornito, served as a journalist, editor, playwright and payer of Public Works. He collected his verses in "Rumors of the Hormigo", a tribute to the Hormiguero River, from his hometown. In addition to devoting himself as a decimista [Cuban peasant poet], he wrote sonnets, lettrillas, epigrams, romances. Every year La Jornada Cucalambeana is hold in this city celebrating the birth of the bard.

Barbarito Díez (1909-1995)
Natural of Matanzas, at 4 years old he moved to Manati, municipality of Las Tunas. He was a Cuban singer of romantic popular music, in the genres of danzon and bolero. Possessor of an unusually beautiful voice, he was also known as "The Golden Voice of the Danzon".

Emiliano Salvador (1951-1992)
Great musician who revolutionized the way of playing piano in Latin jazz. Many consider him a pianist of pianists, since his mastery established a unique way of making music. He has become a legend not only among Cubans, but in the world of Afro-Caribbean music and the genre that grew the most: Latin Jazz.
Guillermo Vidal Ortiz (1952-2004)

This writer was born in Las Tunas on February 10, 1952. Guillermo outstands for his narrative in which stories such as “Otro canto del gallo!”, “Se permuta esta casa”, and “Confabulación de la araña”, stand out. He won prizes with novels such as Las Manzanas del Paraíso (Casa Teatro International Award of the Dominican Republic) and La saga Del perseguido (Alejo Carpentier Award). In his homage in 2006, the Guillermo Vidal Ortiz National Narrative Prize was instituted. This award is annual.

Teófilo Stevenson Lawrence (1952-2012)

Cuban boxer Known as Pirolo. With wide experience, he obtained all the titles awarded by the International Amateur Boxing Association (AIBA), being Olympic and World champion; He won 301 of 321 fights. He was chosen several times Athlete of the Year in Cuba and Latin America, and reached a position among the most prominent of the twentieth century in the country.

José Reynerio Valdivia Valdivia (Magician Piter) (-2016)

Renowned master of magic in Cuba, founder of the Magic Company “Huracan Magico” which made Las Tunas receive the great honor of being called the Magic City of Cuba. Member of the Performing Artists Branch of the Union of Writers and Artists of Cuba in Las Tunas, honorary member of the Hermanos Saiz Association; distinguished by the Magic Castle of Hollywood, from the United States.

Osmany Urrutia Ramírez. (1976)

Known as the Lord of the 400, the impossible out or the Fearful. Glory of the Cuban sport that participated in 16 National Series, being batting champion in 6 of them, with 469 on average, was part of the National Baseball Team and obtained the titles of: Olympic, World, Central American and Pan-American champion.

The knight of Las Tunas

Alberto Alvarez Jaramillo – El Comandante - was in his good times a willing, enterprising young man and friend to do well. But a mistake in the administration of a medication disturbed his mind in a matter of a few months, and since then he walked the streets of Las Tunas dressed as a military man, perhaps a memory of her brief passage through the life of a uniform. The Commander was an imitation of a rustic Don Quixote, a knight of Paris, fantasy and calm. He admired Fidel; he hated criminals, dressed cleanly, saluted the flag and loved his land.
Natural attractions

Located on the road to Puerto Padre, Nueve Palmas, crossing the Mijial, the farm belongs to the CCS Paco Cabrera (cooperative group of credits and services) of the agricultural company Antonio Guiteras. There, the visitor can visit the farm mounted on horse-drawn cars and a beautiful pair of bulls, observe a pleasant landscape, the cultivation of sugar cane, coffee, different types of food, vegetables and fruits, diversity of animals and poultry, all in a healthy and natural environment. An artisanal guarapera is shown where the visitor can grind the cane and taste a rich guarapo criollo (juice of the sugar cane). Enjoy in the shade of a roofed caney (type of rural construction) with yagua (leaves of the palm tree) the rich flavor of our natural fruits and juices. This farm defends sustainable agriculture.

Finca La Conchita

Located in the south of the province, this protected area claims to be the largest hatchery of the American crocodile or Acutus. An investigation dedicated to the study and conservation of this species is constantly carried out by devoted workers who reside in a biological station built for these purposes in the heart of Monte Cabaniguán. The admirer of nature can appreciate a great diversity of birds that begin to fly in large flocks such as herons, flamingos, yaguazas and pelicans. Others such as catey, cartacuba, tomeguin, tocororo and different species of carpenters, including the churroso, in danger of extinction, stand out for their quantity and beauty. All in a perfect mix of seascapes and bird trills. You can also do sport fishing there; there are species such as tarpos, barracudas, snappers, bibs and needles. Nearby there is Palo Seco, a significant historical place for witnessing one of the most famous battles of the Liberating Army, led by Maximo Gomez.

Lago Azul

The Blue Lake is a recreational and natural complex opened in 2006. It is named after the color of its waters although it is also known as Las Minas. Initially it was a kaolin mine, then, due to the constant excavations some springs were discovered that gave rise to the lake. Even today the inhabitants of this place speculate that there is an excavator at the base that was used in the quarry’s own activities. What is true is that despite its translucent waters it is impossible to see the bottom, adding more charm and mystery to the place. It is located 35 kilometers from the city of Las Tunas, on the way to the spas of Covarrubias and Santa Lucia and only 9 kilometers away from the Cerro de Caisimu camping site.

www.campismopopular.cu

Monte Cabaniguán

www.lastunas.gob.cu/flora-y-fauna
Cultural events

Jornada Cucalambeana (June)
It is a great cultural event in Cuba. It has been a living expression of artistic creation and sociocultural life in rural areas. It is celebrated every year at the beginning of July, and its main headquarters is El Cornito estate, where Juan Cristobal Napoles Fajardo (El Cucalambe), a decimista (Cuban rural poet) par excellence, lived.

Amphora Magic Festival (November)
This magical city fosters the only festival of its kind in the country and in Latin America. Magicians and illusionists gather to amaze everyone with their abilities. It includes theoretical events, competitions and other works in theaters and communities.

Cinemazul (May)
A space for the exchange, debate and enjoyment of attractive filmographies is the Cinemazul Film Appreciation Festival. It fosters the exchange between film clubs, critics, filmmakers and celluloid artists.

Jorge Barrameda in Memoriam (August)
Some of the activities you will find in this event that is very expected are: Riding bulls, rodeo, skills competitions. The humorous touch is also mixed with the music and the natural beauty of the Amazons: women who demonstrate rodeo skills.

www.tunas.travel
Scientific events

Martian Oratory Event (May)
Unites ideas and peoples through the Martian and Latin American oratory. Words and ideas become trenches from where to defend the human component. The forms of participation: papers, conferences, courses, presentation of books, speech contest. Contact:
gravedeperalta@ult.edu.cu
oradorcubano@gmail.com
www.ult.edu.cu
Address: University of Las Tunas. 30 de Noviembre Avenue, Las Tunas, Cuba.
Tel.: (53) 31343102 – extensión 527.

International Scientific Convention and Expoferia (May)
Event that groups topics such as the training of professionals and the impact of universities in agro ecological, economic, social and environmental processes. It also offers the opportunity for companies and entities in the province to join the fair of exhibition. Contact:
rectora@ult.edu.cu   Tel.: (53) 31349205
mariasc@ult.edu.cu   Tel.: (53) 31374532
driult@ult.edu.cu   Tel. (53) 31374715
www.ult.edu.cu

Useful information

- To go to the beaches from El Socucho, which is only 17 km from the city of Puerto Padre:
  - You can cross on a ferry (2 Cuban pesos) to La Boca Beach or in small boats for only 5 Cuban pesos. (In the ferry the line of people waiting is longer)
- La Boca Beach has varied gastronomic offers during the summer, as well as recreational activities and overflowing youth.
- To sleep in La Herradura Beach, there are several accommodation options in rental houses managed by their owners.
- El Cornito alone is a long journey. Visiting the Zoo, the Botanical Garden and the Amusement Park is one of the options to highlight. Within the Cornito the tour is easy in the shade of bamboo, a lunch in its facilities and recreational offers complement the excursion. A day in contact with nature is the best option!!!
- To enter Monte Cabaniguan you need to be prepared; an ecological reserve like this deserves a wide visit. You must be accompanied by a specialized guide to learn more about the area and its characteristics. Proper attire, camera in hand and transportation available: Here we go!!!
WHERE TO STAY

**Hotel Cadillac*** plus
Address: Angel Guardia Street btw / Francisco Vega and Francisco Varona. Las Tunas
Tel: (53) 31-372791/ 31- 372785
E-mail: director.hcad@islazul.ltu.tur.cu
www.islazul.cu
Facebook: Hotel E Cadillac

**Los Pinos**
Address: Manati Municipality, 56 Km from the City of Las Tunas.
www.islazul.cu
Facebook: Hotel Las Tunas

**Hotel Las Tunas**
Address: 2 de Diciembre Avenue btw / Carlos J. Finlay and 30 de Noviembre. Las Tunas
Tel: (53) 31-345014/ 31- 343336
E-mail: alojamiento@islazul.ltu.tur.cu
www.islazul.cu
Facebook: Hotel Las Tunas

**Hotel Brisas Covarrubias****
All inclusive
Address: Covarrubias Beach. Puerto Padre.
Tel: (53) 31515530.
E-mail: reservas@brisascova.ltu.tur.cu
www.hotelescubanacan.cu
Facebook: Brisas Covarrubias

CAMPING SITES

**Aguada de Vázquez**
Address: Located in the town of Vázquez. Road to Puerto Padre.
www.campismopopular.cu

**Cerro de Caisimú**
Address: Cerro, 18 1/2 km from the city of Las Tunas, belonging to the municipality of Manati.
www.campismopopular.cu
WHERE TO EAT

El Baturro Tavern
Address: Vicente Garcia Street btw / Julian Santana and Ramon Ortuño, Las Tunas
Tel: (53) 31371523

La Bodeguita Restaurant
Facebook: Sucursal Palmares Las Tunas/La Bodeguita
Address: # 293, Francisco Varona Street btw / Vicente Garcia and Lucas Ortiz, Las Tunas.
Tel (53) 31371536

Ranchón La Rotonda
Address: Circumvallation South, exit of the roundabout to Holguin, Las Tunas.
Tel. (53) 31346926

Dinos Pizza
Address: Vicente Garcia Avenue btw / Julian Santana and Ramon Ortuño, Las Tunas
Tel (53) 31346270

Café Real Dos Gardenias
Address: Francisco Varona Street btw / Lucas Ortiz and Vicente Garcia, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31372731

Parador el Cucalambé
Address: Central Highway, Km. 5□, exit to Camagüey, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31381825

Casa Piedra Coffee Shop
Address: Jose Mastrapa. Casa Piedra Neighborhood. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31349015

2007 Restaurant
Address: corner of Vicente Garcia and Julian Santana streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31371037/ 31371346

La Parrillada Buena Vista
Address: 1 de enero Avenue btw / Camilo Cienfuegos and Israel Santos. Buena Vista Neighborhood
Tel. (53) 31371203

La Serrana
Address: Francisco Varona Street, exit to Holguin, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31371668

El Colonial
Buffet table
Address: # 43, Vicente Garcia Street, Las Tunas.
Tel. (53) 31342869

Reymar Restaurant
Specialized in seafood cuisine
Address: # 302, Vicente Garcia Street, Las Tunas.
Tel. (53) 31344923

La Esquina
Corn based dishes.
Address: corner of Lucas Ortiz and Adolfo Villamar streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31343999

La Arboleda Complex
Address: corner of Camilo Cienfuegos and Lico Cruz streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31371667

La Marinita Restaurant
Specialized in seafood cuisine.
Address: # 24, Paco Cabrera Street. Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31515522
WHERE TO DANCE

Luanda Party Hall
Facebook: Sala de Fiestas Luanda
Address: Francisco Varona Street btw/ Lora and Menocal. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31348678

Tropical Karaoke Club
Facebook: Hotel Las Tunas
www.islazul.cu
Address: Hotel Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31345014

Cafe Cantante
www.tunet.cult.cu
Address: Tunas Theater. Francisco Varona Street btw / Angel Guardia and Joaquin Aguero. Las Tunas
Tel: (53) 31343110

Piano Bar Ebano y Marfil
www.tunet.cult.cu
Address: # 149, Colon Street btw / Francisco Vega and Julian Santana. Las Tunas
Tel: (53) 31349508

Huellas Cultural Center
www.tunet.cult.cu
Address: # 229, Francisco Vega Street btw / Lucas Ortiz and Vicente Garcia (Boulevard). Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31371014

Casa Iberoamericana de la Décima
cdecima@tunet.cult.cu
Address: Vicente Garcia Avenue. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31347380 / 31371289

Emiliano Salvador House of Music
www.tunet.cult.cu
Dirección: Avenida Vicente García. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31395934

Bajo Las Estrellas Cabaret
www.tunet.cult.cu
Address: 26 de Julio Park. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31372034

1913 Party Hall
Facebook: Sucursal Palmares Las Tunas
Address: Jesus Menendez Street btw / 24 de Febrero and A. Ameijeiras. Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31516897
ART GALERIES

Sculpture Workshop Gallery Rita Longa
www.tunet.cult.cu
Address: corner of Lucas Ortiz and Villalon streets, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31342969

Fayad Jamis Gallery (Exhibition and Sale)
www.tunet.cult.cu
Address: # 296, corner of Francisco Varona and Angel Guardia streets, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346983

José Martínez Ochoa Gallery
Address: # 74, 24 de Febrero Street btw / Linea and C. Benitez, Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31513503
Ecotur
Address: Hotel Las Tunas.
Tel. (53) 31372073
comercial@ltu.ecotur.tur.cu

Ecotur
Address: Francisco Varona Street / Lucas Ortiz y Vicente Garcia streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31344556
comercial@ltu.ecotur.tur.cu

Havanatur
Address: Francisco Vega Street btw / Lucas Ortiz and Vicente Garcia. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31372766
odalish@havanatur.cu

Havanatur
Address: # 69, Libertadores Avenue btw/ 24 de Febrero and A. Ameijeiras. Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31515494
E-mail: minfante@havanatur.cu

Gaviota Tour
Address: Casa Azul Store. Corner of Vicente Garcia and Francisco Vega streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31340532

Cubanacán
Address: Cadillac Hotel. Angel Guardia Street btw/ Francisco Vega and Francisco Varona.
Tel. (53) 31341730

Cubanacán
Address: La Epoca Store, corner of Vicente Garcia and Francisco Vega streets. Las Tunas.
Tel. (53) 31345753

Bureaus of Popular Camping
Address: corner of Angel Guardia and Adolfo Villamar streets.
Tel. (53) 31347001
CAR RENTAL

Las Tunas Hotel
Address: 2 de Diciembre Avenue btw / Carlos J. Finlay and 30 de Noviembre. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31371506

Dos Gardenias
Address: corner of 30 de Noviembre Avenue and Francisco Varona Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31371505

Victoria de Girón
Address: Corner of Angel Guardia and Maceo streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346899

Puerto Padre
Address: Maceo Street, no number, between Mártires del Fuerte y Patricio Lumumba, Puerto Padre.
Tel. (53) 31516909
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MOTORCYCLE RENTAL

Brisas Covarrubias Hotel
Address: Hotel Covarrubias. Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31516913

VIÁ Trasgaviota
Address: Francisco Varona Street. Ground floor of the 12-Floors building. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31372716

Hotel Cadillac
Address: Angel Guardia Street btw / Francisco Vega and Francisco Varona. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31372791
SALE OF NATIONAL AIR TICKETS

Cuban Aviation Reservations Agency
Address: corner of Lucas Ortiz and 24 de Febrero streets. Las Tunas.
Tel. (53) 31346872
www.cubana.cu

BUREAU OF RESERVATIONS. RAILWAY STATION
Address: Camilo Cienfuegos Ave. and Lucas Ortiz street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31348146

INTERMUNICIPAL OMNIBUS
Ferromnibus
Address: Camilo Cienfuegos Avenue and Lucas Ortiz street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31342117

NATIONAL OMNIBUS

ASTRO National Station
Address: # 240, Francisco Varona Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31343060
www.lastunas.gob.cu/direccion-transporte

VIAZUL National Station
Address: # 240, Francisco Varona Street. Las Tunas.
(53) 31374295
www.viazul.com
MONETARY OPERATIONS

International Financial Bank (BFI)
Address: corner of Vicente Garcia and 24 de Febrero streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346202

Bank of Credit and Commerce (BANDEC)
Address: # 69, Vicente Garcia Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31348139

Bank of Credit and Commerce (BANDEC)
Address: 30 de Noviembre Ave. and Central Highway, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31349592

Popular Savings Bank (BPA)
Address: # 54, Vicente Garcia Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31347457

Popular Savings Bank (BPA)
Address: Camilo Cienfuegos Ave. Buena Vista Neighborhood. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31349614

Popular Savings Bank (BPA)
Address: No.14, Vicente Garcia Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31345236

Popular Savings Bank (BPA)
Address: No. 74, Carlos Manuel De Cespedes Street. Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31515112

www.pamarillas.cu
www.lastunas.gob.cu/bancarios

HOUSES OF CHANGE

CADECAS
In Las Tunas
Address: # 141, Angel Guardia Street btw/ Vicente Garcia and Francisco Vega. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346382/ 31346363

Buena Vista
Address: La Union Joint Services Center, 1 de Enero Ave. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31342252

Puerto Padre Branch
Address: No.56, Carlos Manuel de Cespedes Street. Puerto Padre
Tel (53) 31515375

Menendez Branch
Address: 28 Street, Batey. Menendez
Tel. (53) 31582933

Jobabo Branch
Address: Fernando Alvarez Street.3-C
Tel. (53) 31628127

Amancio branch
Address: # 48B, Esperanza Street btw / Sergio Reyno and 2nd Ave.
Tel. (53) 31693624

Colombia Branch
Address: # 153, Candido Gonzalez Street btw/ 11 and 21 Progreso Neighborhood
Tel. (53) 31625012

Manatee Branch
Address: No. 17-A, Alberto Olivares Street
Tel. (53) 31221962

Majibacoa Branch
Address: Primera Street. Calixto
Tel. (53) 31288121

www.cadeca.cu/en/lastunas/
WHERE TO BUY
CARACOL SHOPS
Facebook: Caracol Las Tunas Commercial Branch

Las Tunas Hotel
Address: 2 de Diciembre Ave. Las Tunas Hotel
Tel. (53) 31346579

Ferroviario Bandolli
Address: Nº 1, Lucas Ortiz Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346356

La Habanera
Address: No.332, Francisco Varona Street, corner to Lucas Ortiz. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31372711

Casa Piedra
Address: No.52, Jose Mastrapa Street. Casa Piedra Neighborhood
Tel. (53) 31346754

El Ranchon La Rotonda Hostel
Address: Encirclement South, at the Rotonda exit to Holguin
Tel. (53) 31372758

La Fama
Address: No.100, Lico Cruz Street, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346255

Las Antillas
Address: Nº 335, Lucas Ortiz Street btw / Tte. Peiso and Martyrs of Barbados streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346286

Las Antillas Market
Address: Nº 335, Lucas Ortiz Street btw / Tte. Peiso and Martyrs of Barbados streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346286

La Esquina
Address: Corner of Lucas Ortiz and Adolfo Villamar streets
Tel. (53) 31346286

Covarrubias Hotel
Address: Located in the Hotel of the same name. Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31515380

Mini Súper El Criollito
Address: Nº 99, Lico Cruz Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346849

Nuevo Milenio
Address: corner of Joaquin Agüero and Lorenzo Ortiz streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346893

El Crisol
Address: Central Highway West to Camagüey Km. 2□ Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346893

El Cucalambe Hostel
Address: corner of Gómez Avenue and Vicente Garcia Street. Puerto Padre
Tel. (53) 31515656
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Fondo Cubano de Bienes Culturales (Cuban Fund of Cultural Property)

Facebook: Fondo Cubano de Bienes Culturales, Las Tunas

Colon stores
Address: # 294, corner of Francisco Varona and Angel Guardia streets. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31346983

La Arbolada
(The Woodland)

Address: # 231, Francisco Vega Street (Boulevard)
Tel. (53) 31346998

Photoservice
Address: Cimex Shopping Center, corner of Colon and Julian Santana streets, Las Tunas
Tel: (53) 31371521 Ext.: 228
COMMUNICATIONS
ETECSA Telepoint
Address: Boulevard. Francisco Vega Street. Las Tunas
Provides Internet browsing services and recharge of magnetic cards, as well as sale of cards, equipment, and accessories.
www.etecsa.cu
Facebook: Departamento Tecnologias de la Informacion Etecsa Las Tunas

Internet access
It is offered in the navigation rooms of ETECSA, Joven Club, post offices, hotels, airports and in the WIFI areas. To connect you need to buy a temporary or permanent nauta access account. The temporary access account is offered through prepaid non-rechargeable cards and has an activity period of 30 calendar days from the first connection. This account is more demanded by tourists, and is marketed in the commercial units of ETECSA, in the navigation rooms of hotels, airports and tourist facilities.

Public spaces of wireless connection (WIFI)
In the province there are a total of 55 sites where you can access the Wi-Fi Etecsa, a number that is constantly increasing. The places generally go from parks, hotels, squares as well as other places of great affluence of public. www.etecsa.cu
- Plaza Martiana
- Buena Vista Tank
- Maceo Park
- Emiliano Salvador Puerto Padre Park
- José Marti Puerto Padre Park
- Las Antillas Complex
- Cucalambe Hostel
- Casa Piedra Cafeteria
- Vicente Garcia Park
- El Rapidito Puerto Padre Ice cream Parlor
- 12 Floors Building
- Bus Station
- Pepito Tey University
- Theme Park
- Lenin University
- El Telegrafo Market
- Emiliano Salvador House of Music
- Provincial Center of Plastic Arts
- Unusual House
- La Cubana Complex
- Caleb Square
- Rancho La Arboleda
- El Mambi Boulevard Market
- Julio Antonio Mella Stadium
- Hospitals

DHL Messaging Services
Services: DHL Express messaging
Address: no.17,Maceo Street. Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31347209/31343863

Central Post Office
Address: No.6, Vicente Garcia Street btw / Francisco Vega and Francisco Varona streets, Las Tunas
Tel. (53) 31342813
www.correos.cu

Cubanacan Express Messaging
Address: km 2/5, Road to the East Universal Warehouses. Las Tunas
Delivery schedule: Tuesday and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
www.paratodacuba.com

Immigration
Tel. (53) 31346706
www.lastunas.gob.cu/migracion/oficinas-de-tramites
CUBA MAP WITH GEOLOCALIZED INFORMATION

CUSTOMS REGULATIONS
Every passenger or family person responsible who enters Cuba must fill out the Customs Declaration, providing the information requested therein.

AT THE ENTRANCE
All passengers have the right to import their personal effects, exempt from the payment of customs duties. In addition, they can import articles up to the value limit of 1,000 pesos, of which the first 50 pesos are exempt from payment.

AT THE EXIT
Every passenger has the right to export:
• Articles and objects temporarily imported, which were documented by Customs upon entry.
• Medications: up to three units of the same medication, except those intended for the continuity of treatments, according to their duration, accompanied by the Certification of the Health Center or the corresponding Official Invoice in the case of non-resident passengers.
• Crooked tobacco:
  a) Up to twenty [20] units of loose twisted tobacco, without the need to present an invoice.
  b) Up to fifty [50] units of twisted tobacco, in original containers, closed, sealed and with the established official hologram.
• Fresh paintings and books over 50 years old, provided they have the Export Authorization document from the National Registry of Cultural Property.

We are on Facebook and Twitter!!!

www.cubamaps.travel
DOWNLOAD FREE APP
Las Tunas
Balcony of the Cuban East

Infotur Tourist Information Centers:

Infotur Las Tunas City Center
Address: No. 298, Francisco Varona Street, just in front of Vicente Garcia Central Park.
Tel: (53) 31372717/ 31371512

Infotur Ranchon La Rotonda
Address: Encirclement South, Rotonda exit to Holguín, Las Tunas.
Tel: (53) 31374600